SAMPLE FORMAT:
GENERAL PROCUREMENT NOTICE FOR PPSF

Country Name: Bangladesh
Project Name: Project Preparation Special Fund for preparation of Bangladesh City Inclusive Sanitation (BCISP) in 25 towns.
Grant No./SF No. S0553A
Project ID No. P000553

The People’s Republic of Bangladesh (Recipient) has received Project Preparation Special Fund (hereafter PPSF) Grant in the amount of US$ 3,300,000 equivalent from the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (hereafter AIIB) toward the cost of preparation of the Bangladesh City Inclusive Sanitation project (BCISP) in 25 towns, and it intends to apply part of the proceeds to payments for goods, non-consulting services and consulting services to be procured under this project.

The PPSF Grant will be used to finance recruitment of Individual Consultants (ICs) and consulting firms for preparation of Bangladesh City Inclusive Sanitation Project (BCISP) in 25 towns and will include preparation or updating feasibility studies for 25 towns considering technical, economic and financial, legal, social and environmental aspects, capacity assessment, formulating the CWIS plans; technology selection and preparation of detailed engineering design covering sub-project in 25 towns; and awareness raising and capacity building, institutional strengthening including community engagement for behavioral change activities.

Procurement of contracts financed by the AIIB will be conducted through the procedures as specified in the AIIB’s Interim Operational Directives on Procurement Instruction for Recipient (June 2016 or as updated) and is open to all eligible firms and individuals.

Specific procurement notices will be announced, as they become available in UN Development Business online, AIIB’s external website, DPHE’s website, CPTU website, different national daily newspapers (English and Bengali) and official notice board.

No prequalification will be carried out as the assignments are simple and straightforward in nature.

Interested eligible firms and individuals who would wish to be considered for the provision of goods, non-consulting services and consulting services for the above mentioned Grant, or those requiring additional information, should contact the recipient’s representative at the address below:

Name of office: Office Of the project Director, Bangladesh City inclusive Sanitation project (BCISP) in 25 towns, (Level-5) DPHE Bhaban, 14 Shaheed captain Mansur Ali saroni, kakrail, Dhaka.
Name of officer and title: Mahmud Kabir Chowdhury, Project Director
Postal address and/or street address-14 Shaheed captain Mansur Ali saroni, kakrail,postal code-1000, city-Dhaka and country- Bangladesh
Telephone number:+880-1715061015, country-Bangladesh
E-mail address: pdbcisp.dphe@gmail.com/xenbcispdphe@gmail.com
Web site address: www.dphe.gov.bd